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Access Free The Doctor Of Aleppo
If you ally habit such a referred The Doctor Of Aleppo books that will present you
worth, acquire the completely best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you desire to witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions
collections are next launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections The Doctor Of Aleppo that
we will certainly oﬀer. It is not with reference to the costs. Its nearly what you
craving currently. This The Doctor Of Aleppo, as one of the most in force sellers here
will utterly be in the course of the best options to review.

KEY=DOCTOR - GRETCHEN LUCA
The Doctor of Aleppo A Novel Blackstone Publishing While working in the ancient
Silk Road city of Aleppo, American Hannah Johnson and her Swedish lover Oskar are
drawn into the mounting turbulence of the impending Syrian civil war. After Oskar is
wounded at a street protest one evening, he and Hannah cross paths with Dr. Samir
Hasan, a renowned surgeon. As the protests swell into all-out war, Dr. Hasan tends
not only to Oskar, but also risks his life, his practice, and his family to tend to a
nephew the government has branded an insurgent. Dr. Hasan’s humanitarian
activities come to the attention of a vengeful, Javert-like secret police oﬃcer whose
son’s death on Dr. Hasan’s watch triggers a series of events that will drag Hannah
and Oskar deeper into the war and put Hannah and Dr. Hasan in the oﬃcer’s
crosshairs. Both intimate and sweeping in scope, The Doctor of Aleppo lends insight
into how the most brutal, devastating war of the twenty-ﬁrst century is mirrored on
the personal scale, leaving scars that can never be healed. The Doctor of Aleppo
Blackstone Publishing While working in the ancient Silk Road city of Aleppo,
American Hannah Johnson and her Swedish lover Oskar are drawn into the mounting
turbulence of the impending Syrian civil war. After Oskar is wounded at a street
protest one evening, he and Hannah cross paths with Dr. Samir Hasan, a renowned
surgeon. As the protests swell into all-out war, Dr. Hasan tends not only to Oskar, but
also risks his life, his practice, and his family to tend to a nephew the government
has branded an insurgent. Dr. Hasan's humanitarian activities come to the attention
of a vengeful, Javert-like secret police oﬃcer whose son's death on Dr. Hasan's
watch triggers a series of events that will drag Hannah and Oskar deeper into the
war and put Hannah and Dr. Hasan in the oﬃcer's crosshairs. Both intimate and
sweeping in scope, The Doctor of Aleppo lends insight into how the most brutal,
devastating war of the twenty-ﬁrst century is mirrored on the personal scale, leaving
scars that can never be healed. The Doctor of Aleppo A Novel While working in
the ancient Silk Road city of Aleppo, American Hannah Johnson and her Swedish
lover Oskar are drawn into the mounting turbulence of the impending Syrian civil
war. After Oskar is wounded at a street protest one evening, he and Hannah cross
paths with Dr. Samir Hasan, a renowned surgeon. As the protests swell into all-out
war, Dr. Hasan tends not only to Oskar, but also risks his life, his practice, and his
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family to tend to a nephew the government has branded an insurgent. Dr. Hasan's
humanitarian activities come to the attention of a vengeful, Javert-like secret police
oﬃcer whose son's death on Dr. Hasan's watch triggers a series of events that will
drag Hannah and Oskar deeper into the war and put Hannah and Dr. Hasan in the
oﬃcer's crosshairs. Both intimate and sweeping in scope, The Doctor of Aleppo lends
insight into how the most brutal, devastating war of the twenty-ﬁrst century is
mirrored on the personal scale, leaving scars that can never be healed. War Doctor
Surgery on the Front Line Abrams #1 International Bestseller: A frontline trauma
surgeon tells his “riveting” true story of operating in the world’s most dangerous war
zones (The Times). For more than twenty-ﬁve years, surgeon David Nott has
volunteered in some of the world’s most perilous conﬂict zones. From Sarajevo under
siege in 1993 to clandestine hospitals in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, he has carried
out lifesaving operations in the most challenging conditions, and with none of the
resources of a major metropolitan hospital. He is now widely acknowledged as the
most experienced trauma surgeon in the world. War Doctor is his extraordinary
story, encompassing his surgeries in nearly every major conﬂict zone since the end
of the Cold War, as well as his struggles to return to a “normal” life and routine after
each trip. Culminating in his recent trips to war-torn Syria—and the untold story of
his eﬀorts to help secure a humanitarian corridor out of besieged Aleppo to evacuate
some 50,000 people—War Doctor is a heart-stopping and moving blend of medical
memoir, personal journey, and nonﬁction thriller that provides unforgettable, at
times raw, insight into the human toll of war. “Superb . . . You are constantly amazed
that men such as Nott can witness the extraordinary cruelties of the human race, so
many and so foul, yet keep going.” —Sunday Times “Gripping and fascinating
medical stories.” —Kirkus Reviews The Beekeeper of Aleppo A Novel "Nuri is a
beekeeper; his wife, Afra, an artist. They live a simple life, rich in family and friends,
in the beautiful Syrian city of Aleppo--until the unthinkable happens. When all they
care for is destroyed by war, they are forced to escape. But what Afra has seen is so
terrible she has gone blind, and so they must embark on a perilous journey through
Turkey and Greece towards an uncertain future in Britain. As Nuri and Afra travel
through a broken world, they must confront not only the pain of their own
unspeakable loss, but dangers that would overwhelm the bravest of souls. Above all,
they must journey to ﬁnd each other again. Moving, powerful, and beautifully
written, The Beekeeper of Aleppo brings home the idea that the most ordinary of
lives can be completely upended in unimaginable ways"-- The Heart of Aleppo A
Story of the Syrian Civil War Createspace Independent Publishing Platform After
standing for over 7,000 years, Aleppo's ruin came overnight. Separated from his
family during the night the rebels attacked the city, thirteen-year-old Zaid Kadir is
lost in the middle of a war zone. Alongside his friends, he is forced to survive the
dangers of a civil war he does not even fully understand. Zaid witnesses the
destruction of the brutal Syrian Civil War as it grows more deadly by the day and rips
his city apart. However, as he braves this destruction, as he desperately tries to
survive this catastrophe, he discovers something. Zaid realizes that it is in the
darkest hours when humanity's spirit of hope burns brightest. Spy for Hire Ex-CIA
station chief Mark Sava has a new life in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, making easy money as
a spy for hire. His girlfriend, Daria Buckingham discovers the company he works for
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smuggled a young boy into one of the orphanages for which she arranges funding-and that Saudi and CIA forces are interested in the boy. Sava uncovers a secret war
being waged for control of the Middle East. Roundabout of Death New Vessel
Press “A remarkable book, a vivid testimonial to the horrors of the Syrian civil
war.”—Robert F. Worth, author of A Rage for Order: The Middle East in Turmoil Set in
Aleppo in 2012, when everyday life was metronomically punctuated by steady
bombing, Roundabout of Death oﬀers powerful witness to the violence that
obliterated the ancient city's rich layers of history, its neighborhoods and its
medieval and Ottoman architectural landmarks. The novel is told from the
perspective of an ordinary man, a schoolteacher of Arabic for whom even daily
errands become a life-threatening task. He experiences ﬁrsthand the wide-scale
destruction wrought upon the monumental Syrian metropolis as it became the stage
for a vicious struggle between warring powers. Death hovers ever closer while the
teacher roams Aleppo’s streets and byways, minutely observing the perils of urban
life in an uncanny twist on Baudelaire's ﬂâneur. Navigating roadblocks and dodging
sniper bullets on visits to his mother and sister in the rebel-held eastern sector of the
city, the teacher clings to normality with a daily ritual of coﬀee with friends, where
conversation is casually permeated by news of the latest blasts and demise. The
novel, a literary ediﬁce erected as an unﬂinching response to the painful erasure of
the physical remnants of a once great city, speaks eloquently of the fragmentation of
human existence, the oppressive rule of ISIS militants in nearby Raqqa, the
calamities of war and its grinding emotional toll. The Cat Man of Aleppo Penguin
The Caldecott Honor-winning true story of Mohammad Alaa Aljaleel, who in the midst
of the Syrian Civil War courageously oﬀered safe haven to Aleppo's abandoned cats.
Aleppo's city center no longer echoes with the rich, exciting sounds of copper-pot
pounding and traditional sword sharpening. His neighborhood is empty--except for
the many cats left behind. Alaa loves Aleppo, but when war comes his neighbors ﬂee
to safety, leaving their many pets behind. Alaa decides to stay--he can make a
diﬀerence by driving an ambulance, carrying the sick and wounded to safety. One
day he hears hungry cats calling out to him on his way home. They are lonely and
scared, just like him. He feeds and pets them to let them know they are loved. The
next day more cats come, and then even more! There are too many for Alaa to take
care of on his own. Alaa has a big heart, but he will need help from others if he wants
to keep all of his new friends safe. The Lady's Handbook for Her Mysterious
Illness A Memoir Anchor "The funny, deﬁant memoir of Sarah Ramey's years-long
battle with a mysterious illness that doctors thought was all in her head--but wasn't.
A revelation and an inspiration for millions of women whose legitimate health
complaints are ignored. In her darkly funny and courageous memoir, Sarah Ramey
recounts the decade-long saga of how a seemingly minor illness in her senior year of
college turned into a prolonged and elusive condition that destroyed her health but
that doctors couldn't diagnose or treat. Worse, as they failed to cure her, they hinted
that her problems were all in her head. The Lady's Handbook for Her Mysterious
Illness is a memoir with a mission: to help the millions of (mostly) women who suﬀer
from unnamed or misunderstood conditions: autoimmune illnesses like ﬁbromyalgia
and chronic fatigue syndrome, chronic Lyme disease, chronic pain, and many more.
Sarah's pursuit of a diagnosis and cure for her own mysterious illness becomes a
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page-turning medical mystery that reveals a newly emerging understanding of
modern illnesses as ecological in nature. Her book will open eyes, change lives, and
ultimately change medicine"-- The Leveling Mark Sava, the former CIA station chief
of Azerbaijan, has settled into the modest life of a professor in Baku-- until an
assassin makes a brazen attempt on his life in the hallowed halls of the national
library. The Azeri government deems Sava, with his complex past, a security threat
and orders him out of the country immediately. When he receives cryptic photos that
lead him to believe his friend John Decker has been kidnapped, Sava teams up with
ex-IA spy and former girlfriend Daria Buckingham, and the two soon ﬁnd themselves
being chased by Chinese intelligence agents, caught in the middle of a secret
conﬂict over oil that has the US and Iran tumbling headlong into war. Alethea's
Dreams Alethea, the Ancient Greek Goddess of Truth, represents the spirit of truth
which lives deep within us; and beyond. Alethea's spirit ﬂows through the type of
truth in which one does not need to lie to themselves, not even in the slightest.
Intrigue, mystery and depth. Wander the moonlit path of her dreams searching for
what, if anything, our soul's and growth as humans might be missing, or have
already lost. Follow her into her dreams, see what daybreak holds after the long
night is conquered by the blinding light of fate and destiny. This collection of stories
inscribes vast ethereal dreamscapes. Peering beyond the surface of illusions, looking
deeper within, toward the nature and dynamisms of human struggle, hopes and
dreams within the context of an increasingly modernized world.Both timeless and
heavy, her dreams manifest in vividly diverse ﬁctional life-worlds. Such an immersion
into imagination is fundamental to understanding the intimate existence of 'The
Other',without which, we cannot be human ourselves. The Morning They Came
For Us: Dispatches from Syria W. W. Norton & Company A New York Post Best
Book of 2016 Winner of the 2016 IWMF Courage in Journalism Award Winner of the
2016 Hay Festival Medal for Prose "Destined to become a classic." —Lisa Shea, Elle A
masterpiece of war reportage, The Morning They Came for Us bears witness to one
of the most brutal internecine conﬂicts in recent history. Drawing from years of
experience covering Syria for Vanity Fair, Newsweek, and the front page of the New
York Times, award-winning journalist Janine di Giovanni chronicles a nation on the
brink of disintegration, all written through the perspective of ordinary people. With a
new epilogue, what emerges is an unﬂinching picture of the horriﬁc consequences of
armed conﬂict, one that charts an apocalyptic but at times tender story of life in a
jihadist war zone. The result is an unforgettable testament to resilience in the face of
nihilistic human debasement. The Boy from Aleppo Who Painted the War
Eyewear Pub Fiction. Young Adult. Middle Eastern Studies. Adapted into a BBC Radio
4 play, this powerful and deeply moving novel chronicles the Syrian War through the
eyes of 14 year old Adam who has Asperger's Syndrome. A gifted artist, Adam
expresses the intimate suﬀerings of his family as they struggle through the Syrian
conﬂict by painting with whatever materials he can ﬁnd. Having been dependent on
his family all his life, he must now cope with separation and loss including the fates
of his devoted sister and brothers who are caught up in the acceleration of events
and forced to live out the consequences both of their own choices and those made
for them. The frightening and unpredictable changes, not only for Adam's family, but
also for a once beautiful city and a whole nation, are unfolded with compassion, wit
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and imaginative force through a spectrum of shifting colours, moods and
atmospheres. The novel blends political events, emotional drive and Arabian
tradition through a unique perspective, whilst reminding the reader that what human
beings really need is dignity, security and love. Death of a Spy Mark Sava is thrown
into the ﬁght of his life when an unresolved Cold War mystery involving his ﬁrst love
collides with a present-day Russia on the march. Life has never been better for Mark
Sava, the former CIA station chief of Azerbaijan. He's recently married, has a
newborn daughter, and the launch of his spies-for-hire business in Central Asia has
been a great success. Then he gets a call from the US Embassy in Tbilisi, Georgia-one his employees, seventy-two-year-old Larry Bowlan, has died of a heart attack.
Bowlan was also Sava's ﬁrst boss at the CIA, so Sava feels a responsibility to
personally recover the remains of his friend. He hops on a ﬂight to Tbilisi, visits the
hotel room in which Bowlan died, and is shocked when he discovers an oil painting
that depicts a woman he knows all too well... So begins four of the most violent and
blisteringly personal days of Sava's life as he struggles to protect his future, and the
future of a country he loves, by ﬁghting demons from his past. Bitter Paradise A
Dr. Zol Szabo Medical Mystery ECW Press Fans of Bones and Coroner will love Dr.
Zol Szabo, a doctor who is out to solve medical mysteries before it’s too late After
weeks of torture at the hands of Syria’s secret police, the bombing of his villa in the
ancient city of Aleppo, and the murder of his daughter, trauma surgeon Dr. Hosam
Khousa ﬂees his fractured homeland with his wife and son. They make their way to
Canada as refugees, where Hosam is forced to trade his prestigious scalpel for a
barber’s humble clippers. Though he aches to regain his once- prominent surgical
career, cutting hair in Hamilton, Ontario, seems a safe way to make a living, until a
fellow Syrian is slashed to death in the barbershop. The ensuing gangland vendetta
entangles Hosam and threatens his family. At the same time, epidemic investigators
Dr. Zol Szabo and Natasha Sharma are battling an outbreak of vaccine-resistant
polio that has struck the city with terrifying fury. When Hosam visits a friend clinging
to life in the intensive care unit, he spots something that might help the
investigation but will ruin his chance of retaking his place in the operating theater.
The Great White North is not the sanctuary he expected, but it’s a bitter paradise he
must learn to navigate. A Loaf of Bread Loss. Grief. Survival. Rana Bitar's A LOAF
OF BREAD explores the aftermath of losing one's birthplace and the persistence
search for somewhere that feels like home. Where the Light Enters Penguin From
the international bestselling author of The Gilded Hour comes Sara Donati's
enthralling epic about two trailblazing female doctors in nineteenth-century New
York Obstetrician Dr. Sophie Savard returns home to the achingly familiar rhythms of
Manhattan in the early spring of 1884 to rebuild her life after the death of her
husband. With the help of Dr. Anna Savard, her dearest friend, cousin, and fellow
physician she plans to continue her work aiding the disadvantaged women society
would rather forget. As Sophie sets out to construct a new life for herself, Anna's
husband, Detective-Sergeant Jack Mezzanotte calls on them both to consult on two
new cases: the wife of a prominent banker has disappeared into thin air, and the
corpse of a young woman is found with baﬄing wounds that suggest a killer is on the
loose. In New York it seems that the advancement of women has brought out the
worst in some men. Unable to ignore the plight of New York's less fortunate, these
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intrepid cousins draw on all resources to protect their patients. Silent Hearts A
Novel Simon and Schuster For fans of A Thousand Splendid Suns, “a rich, haunting,
immersive story of cultures at the crossroads” (Jamie Ford, bestselling author of
Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet) that follows two women in Afghanistan—an
American aid worker and her local interpreter—as they form an unexpected
friendship despite their utterly diﬀerent life experiences and the ever-increasing
violence in Kabul.  In 2001, Kabul is a place of possibility as people ﬂing oﬀ years of
repressive Taliban rule. This hopeful chaos brings together American aid worker Liv
Stoellner and Farida Basra, an educated Pakistani woman still adjusting to her
arranged marriage to Gul, the son of an Afghan strongman whose family spent years
of exile in Pakistan before returning to Kabul. Both Liv and her husband take
positions at an NGO that helps Afghan women recover from the Taliban years. They
see the move as a reboot—Martin for his moribund academic career, Liv for their
marriage. But for Farida and Gul, the move to Kabul is fraught, severing all ties with
Farida’s family and her former world, and forcing Gul to confront a chapter in his life
he’d desperately tried to erase. The two women, brought together by Farida’s work
as an interpreter, form a nascent friendship based on their growing mutual love for
Afghanistan. As the bond between Farida and Liv deepens, war-scarred Kabul acts in
diﬀerent ways upon them, as well as their husbands. Silent Hearts is “highly
recommended, especially for fans of Khaled Hosseini” (Library Journal, starred
review). The Good Doctor of Warsaw Simon and Schuster Set in the ghettos of
wartime Warsaw, this is a sweeping, poignant, and heartbreaking novel inspired by
the true story of one doctor who was determined to protect two hundred Jewish
orphans from extermination. Deeply in love and about to marry, students Misha and
Sophia ﬂee a Warsaw under Nazi occupation for a chance at freedom. Forced to
return to the Warsaw ghetto, they help Misha's mentor, Dr Janusz Korczak, care for
the two hundred children in his orphanage. As Korczak struggles to uphold the rights
of even the smallest child in the face of unimaginable conditions, he becomes a
beacon of hope for the thousands who live behind the walls. As the noose tightens
around the ghetto, Misha and Sophia are torn from one another, forcing them to face
their worst fears alone. They can only hope to ﬁnd each other again one day . . .
Meanwhile, refusing to leave the children unprotected, Korczak must confront a
terrible darkness. The Love Songs of W.E.B. Du Bois An Oprah's Book Club
Novel HarperCollins INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ONE OF BARACK
OBAMA'S FAVORITE BOOKS OF 2021 AN OPRAH BOOK CLUB SELECTION WINNER OF
THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FOR FICTION FINALIST FOR THE
PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD FOR DEBUT NOVEL • LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION • A FINALIST FOR THE KIRKUS PRIZE FOR FICTION •
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE • LONGLISTED FOR
THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE • A NOMINEE FOR THE NAACP IMAGE AWARD A
New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year • A Time Must-Read Book of the Year • A
Washington Post 10 Best Books of the Year • A Oprah Daily Top 20 Books of the Year
• A People 10 Best Books of the Year • A Boston Globe Best Book of the Year • A
BookPage Best Fiction Book of the Year • A Booklist 10 Best First Novels of the Year •
A Kirkus 100 Best Novels of the Year • An Atlanta Journal-Constitution 10 Best
Southern Books of the Year • A Parade Pick • A Chicago Public Library Top 10 Best
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Books of the Year • A KCRW Top 10 Books of the Year An Instant Washington Post,
USA Today, and Indie Bestseller "Epic…. I was just enraptured by the lineage and the
story of this modern African-American family…. A combination of historical and
modern story—I’ve never read anything quite like it. It just consumed me." —Oprah
Winfrey, Oprah Book Club Pick An Indie Next Pick • A New York Times Book Everyone
Will Be Talking About • A People 5 Best Books of the Summer • A Good Morning
America 15 Summer Book Club Picks • An Essence Best Book of the Summer • A
Washington Post 10 Books of the Month • A CNN Best Book of the Month • A Time 11
Best Books of the Month • A Ms. Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A Goodreads
Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A BookPage Writer to Watch • A USA Today Book
Not to Miss • A Chicago Tribune Summer Must-Read • An Observer Best Summer
Book • A Millions Most Anticipated Book • A Ms. Book of the Month • A Well-Read
Black Girl Book Club Pick • A BiblioLifestyle Most Anticipated Literary Book of the
Summer • A Deep South Best Book of the Summer • Winner of an AudioFile
Earphones Award The 2020 NAACP Image Award-winning poet makes her ﬁction
debut with this National Book Award-longlisted, magisterial epic—an intimate yet
sweeping novel with all the luminescence and force of Homegoing; Sing, Unburied,
Sing; and The Water Dancer—that chronicles the journey of one American family,
from the centuries of the colonial slave trade through the Civil War to our own
tumultuous era. The great scholar, W. E. B. Du Bois, once wrote about the Problem of
race in America, and what he called “Double Consciousness,” a sensitivity that every
African American possesses in order to survive. Since childhood, Ailey Pearl Garﬁeld
has understood Du Bois’s words all too well. Bearing the names of two formidable
Black Americans—the revered choreographer Alvin Ailey and her great grandmother
Pearl, the descendant of enslaved Georgians and tenant farmers—Ailey carries Du
Bois’s Problem on her shoulders. Ailey is reared in the north in the City but spends
summers in the small Georgia town of Chicasetta, where her mother’s family has
lived since their ancestors arrived from Africa in bondage. From an early age, Ailey
ﬁghts a battle for belonging that’s made all the more diﬃcult by a hovering trauma,
as well as the whispers of women—her mother, Belle, her sister, Lydia, and a
maternal line reaching back two centuries—that urge Ailey to succeed in their stead.
To come to terms with her own identity, Ailey embarks on a journey through her
family’s past, uncovering the shocking tales of generations of ancestors—Indigenous,
Black, and white—in the deep South. In doing so Ailey must learn to embrace her full
heritage, a legacy of oppression and resistance, bondage and independence, cruelty
and resilience that is the story—and the song—of America itself. I Am Pilgrim A
Thriller Simon and Schuster "The astonishing story of one man's breakneck race
against time ... and an implacable enemy. An anonymous young woman murdered in
a run-down hotel, all identifying characteristics dissolved by acid. A father publicly
beheaded in the blistering heat of a Saudi Arabian public square. A notorious Syrian
biotech expert found eyeless in a Damascus junkyard. Smoldering human remains
on a remote mountainside in Afghanistan. A ﬂawless plot to commit an appalling
crime against humanity. One path links them all, and only one man can make the
journey. Pilgrim"-- Escape from Aleppo Simon and Schuster “Filled with kindness
and hope, but also with the harsh realities of the horrors of war, this heartbreaking
book is a necessary reminder of what many people live through every day.”
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—Booklist (starred review) Nadia’s family is forced to ﬂee their home in Aleppo,
Syria, when the Arab Spring sparks a civil war in this timely coming-of-age novel
from award-winning author N.H. Senzai. Silver and gold balloons. A birthday cake
covered in pink roses. A new dress. Nadia stands at the center of attention in her
parents’ elegant dining room. This is the best day of my life, she thinks. Everyone is
about to sing “Happy Birthday,” when her uncle calls from the living room, “Baba,
brothers, you need to see this.” Reluctantly, she follows her family into the other
room. On TV, a reporter stands near an overturned vegetable cart on a dusty street.
Beside it is a mound of smoldering ashes. The reporter explains that a vegetable
vendor in the city of Tunis burned himself alive, protesting corrupt government
oﬃcials who have been harassing his business. Nadia frowns. It is December 17,
2010: Nadia’s twelfth birthday and the beginning of the Arab Spring. Soon antigovernment protests erupt across the Middle East and, one by one, countries are
thrown into turmoil. As civil war ﬂares in Syria and bombs fall across Nadia’s home
city of Aleppo, her family decides to ﬂee to safety. Inspired by current events, this
novel sheds light on the complicated situation in Syria that has led to an
international refugee crisis, and tells the story of one girl’s journey to safety. St.
Nicholas Salvage & Wrecking Blackstone Publishing Michael Patrick Finnigan was
a New York City cop and a US Marshal who ﬁgured out that following the rules
doesn’t always get the job done. Katalin Fiero Dahar was a soldier, spy, and assassin
for Spain, who ﬁgured out that breaking the rules doesn’t always get the job done.
Together, they created St. Nicholas Salvage & Wrecking, a largely illegal bounty
hunting operation based in Cyprus and working throughout Europe. Operating under
the radar for the presiding judge of the International Criminal Court, they track down
the worst of the world’s worst. Someone is kidnapping Middle Eastern refugee
children as they ﬂee war-torn countries and selling them into prostitution around the
world. Finnigan and Fiero get the assignment to track them down and save the
refugees. But when they discover that the perpetrators are a Serbian mobster—with
patronage at the highest levels of the United Nations—and a battalion of the Kosovo
military, the partners reach out to their “friends” to ﬁnd justice, including a corrupt
banker, a cadre of mercenaries, and a crew of professional thieves. The battle to
stop the mass kidnappings ranges from Belgrade and Zagreb, to the Loire Valley and
Milan, and to the plains of Kosovo. As Finnigan and Fiero close in, the conspirators
realize that the judge of the ICC is the real threat and plan an assassination. Now the
partners have to save their patron and the kidnapped refugees from a rogue military
force with nothing left to lose. Truth, by Omission Blackstone Publishing The ﬁrst
casualty is truth. A heart-wrenching saga set on three continents, over four decades,
Truth, by Omission seamlessly intertwines factual events of recent times in Africa
with a compelling set of contemporary ﬁctional circumstances. After surviving a
desperate childhood of lawlessness and violence, Alfred Olyontombo makes his way
to a refugee camp while Rwanda’s genocide rages behind him. His knowledge of
local languages catches the attention of an idealistic young doctor who opens the
door to a whole new life for Alfred. Seizing the chance, he moves forward, embracing
the American dream and becoming a respected physician married to a successful
lawyer in Colorado. However, his new life comes to a screeching halt when the
transgressions of his youth come back to haunt him. With his future hanging in the
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balance, Alfred is forced to face the misdeeds—and the nemesis—which he had
hoped that time had buried forever. But is it too late for the truth to matter? And
which version of the truth can save him? The Frightened Ones A novel Knopf
**Finalist for the 2018 International Prize for Arabic Fiction** A timely and haunting
novel from an exciting new voice in international literature, set in present-day Syria
In her therapist's waiting room in Damascus, Suleima meets a strange and reticent
man named Naseem, and they soon begin a tense aﬀair. But when Naseem, a writer,
ﬂees Syria for Germany, he sends Suleima the unﬁnished manuscript of his novel. To
Suleima's surprise, she and the novel's protagonist are uncannily similar. As she
reads, Suleima's past overwhelms her and she has no idea what to trust--Naseem's
pages, her own memory, or nothing at all? Narrated in alternating chapters by
Suleima and the mysterious woman portrayed in Naseem's novel, The Frightened
Ones is a boundary-blurring, radical examination of the eﬀects of oppression on
one's sense of identity, the eﬀects of collective trauma, and a moving window into
life inside Assad's Syria. Journey of a Thousand Miles Aurum Journey of a
Thousand Miles tells the remarkable story of a boy who sacriﬁced almost everything
– family, ﬁnancial security, childhood and his reputation in China’s insular classical
music world – to fulﬁl his promise as a classical pianist. Lang Lang was born in
Shenyang in north-eastern China just after the end of the Cultural Revolution. He
began piano lessons at three years old and by age ten had been awarded a place at
the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing. In order to continue his studies he
moved thousands of miles from home, living with his exacting father in a cramped,
shared apartment, while his mother stayed at home to earn the money to pay his
fees. At ﬁfteen he moved to the United States to take up a scholarship at the Curtis
Institute in Philadelphia; by nineteen he was selling out Carnegie Hall. His tutor and
mentor Daniel Barenboim was perhaps the ﬁrst to describe him as ‘extraordinarily
talented’; today his assessment is shared by millions. Now in adulthood, Lang Lang
tours relentlessly, delighting sell-out audiences with his trademark ﬂamboyance and
showmanship. Journey of a Thousand Miles is a tale of heartbreak, drama and
ultimately triumph. His inspiring story demonstrates the courage and self-sacriﬁce
required to achieve artistic greatness. War of the Rats A Novel Bantam For six
months in 1942, Stalingrad is the center of a titanic struggle between the Russian
and German armies—the bloodiest campaign in mankind's long history of warfare.
The outcome is pivotal. If Hitler's forces are not stopped, Russia will fall. And with it,
the world.... German soldiers call the battle Rattenkrieg, War of the Rats. The combat
is horriﬁc, as soldiers die in the smoking cellars and trenches of a ruined city.
Through this twisted carnage stalk two men—one Russian, one German—each the
top sniper in his respective army. These two marksmen are equally matched in both
skill and tenacity. Each man has his own mission: to ﬁnd his counterpart—and kill
him. But an American woman trapped in Russia complicates this extraordinary duel.
Joining the Russian sniper's cadre, she soon becomes one of his most talented
assassins—and perhaps his greatest weakness. Based on a true story, this is the
harrowing tale of two adversaries enmeshed in their own private war—and whose
fortunes will help decide the fate of the world. Dark at the Crossing A novel
Vintage NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST “Transports readers into a world few
Americans know” —Washington Post A timely new novel of stunning humanity and
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tension: a contemporary love story set on the Turkish border with Syria. Haris Abadi
is a man in search of a cause. An Arab American with a conﬂicted past, he is now in
Turkey, attempting to cross into Syria and join the ﬁght against Bashar al-Assad's
regime. But he is robbed before he can make it, and is taken in by Amir, a
charismatic Syrian refugee and former revolutionary, and Amir's wife, Daphne, a
sophisticated beauty haunted by grief. As it becomes clear that Daphne is also
desperate to return to Syria, Haris's choices become ever more wrenching: Whose
side is he really on? Is he a true radical or simply an idealist? And will he be able to
bring meaning to a life of increasing frustration and helplessness? Told with
compassion and a deft hand, Dark at the Crossing is an exploration of loss, of second
chances, and of why we choose to believe--a trenchantly observed novel of raw
urgency and power. “Promises to be one of the most essential books of 2017”
—Esquire Out of the Shadow A Novel Jewishselfpublishing This fast-paced novel
takes you into the therapy room with Lori and Dr. Wilson, as they sort through Lori's
chaotic emotions against the backdrop of her fascinating life story. The journey
includes her struggle with anorexia, her resentment towards her parents and sister,
her sister's struggles, and her relationship with her husband and children. The
Living Sea of Waking Dreams A novel Vintage From the acclaimed Booker Prizewinning author comes a dazzling novel of family, love and love's disappointments
Anna's aged mother is dying. Condemned by her children's pity to living, subjected
to increasingly desperate medical interventions, she turns her focus to her hospital
window, through which she escapes into visions of horror and delight. When Anna's
ﬁnger vanishes and a few months later her knee disappears, Anna too feels the pull
of the window. She begins to see that all around her, others are similarly vanishing,
yet no one else notices. All Anna can do is keep her mother alive. But the window
keeps opening wider, taking Anna and the reader ever deeper into an eerily beautiful
story of grief and possibility, of loss and love and orange-bellied parrots. Hailed on
publication in Australia as Richard Flanagan's greatest novel yet, The Living Sea of
Waking Dreams is a rising ember storm illuminating what remains when the inferno
beckons: one part elegy, one part dream, one part hope. On Sal Mal Lane House of
Anansi One of Reader's Digest Best Summer Reads (US). Set against the backdrop of
the Sri Lankan civil war, Ru Freeman’s epic novel explores the lives of the diverse
families that live on Sal Mal Lane and the heartbreaking ways this once harmonious
community turns on one another with the country on the brink of war. On the day
the Herath family moves in, Sal Mal Lane is a quiet street, disturbed only by the cries
of the children whose triumphs and tragedies sustain the families that live there. As
each neighbour adapts to the newcomers in diﬀerent ways, the children ﬁll their
days with cricket matches, romantic crushes, and small rivalries. But when the tides
of civil war begin to turn towards the neighbourhood, their diﬀerences ignite in ways
no one could have imagined. As the stability of their neighborhood is threatened by
clashing political beliefs and prejudices, the children of the community are forced to
watch their parents and friends turn against one another. Seen through the
children's eyes, the events on Sal Mal Lane come to mirror the course of modern Sri
Lanka at its most violent and volatile. A powerful, evocative work, On Sal Mal Lane
masterfully illuminates the origins of this war and explores the lengths family will go
to protect one another. Brave New Wanda A Novel Wordfarm Wanda is eyeballing
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every man leaving the entrance of the hospital in Dallas. She's been there all
afternoon - ever since her stepfather, drunk after her mother's funeral, yelled out the
secret nobody was ever supposed to know: Wanda's daddy wasn't her daddy, and
not even her dead mama knew his name - because Wanda was made with donor
sperm. Joan Is Okay Text Publishing A wry and insightful portrait of contemporary
life, this is the much-anticipated follow-up to the award-winning novel Chemistry.
Pandemic Tracking Contagions, from Cholera to Ebola and Beyond Macmillan
"Interweaving history, original reportage, and personal narrative, Pandemic explores
the origins of epidemics, drawing parallels between the story of cholera-- one of
history's most disruptive and deadly pathogens-- and the new pathogens that stalk
humankind today"-- Other Words for Home HarperCollins New York Times
bestseller and Newbery Honor Book! A gorgeously written, hopeful middle grade
novel in verse about a young girl who must leave Syria to move to the United States,
perfect for fans of Jason Reynolds and Aisha Saeed. Jude never thought she’d be
leaving her beloved older brother and father behind, all the way across the ocean in
Syria. But when things in her hometown start becoming volatile, Jude and her mother
are sent to live in Cincinnati with relatives. At ﬁrst, everything in America seems too
fast and too loud. The American movies that Jude has always loved haven’t quite
prepared her for starting school in the US—and her new label of “Middle Eastern,” an
identity she’s never known before. But this life also brings unexpected
surprises—there are new friends, a whole new family, and a school musical that Jude
might just try out for. Maybe America, too, is a place where Jude can be seen as she
really is. This lyrical, life-aﬃrming story is about losing and ﬁnding home and, most
importantly, ﬁnding yourself. Refugee Scholastic Inc. A tour de force from acclaimed
author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel tells the
powerful story of three diﬀerent children seeking refuge. A New York Times
bestseller!JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of
concentration camps looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other
side of the world . . .ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing
her country, she and her family set out on a raft, hoping to ﬁnd safety in America . .
.MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence and
destruction, he and his family begin a long trek toward Europe . . .All three kids go
on harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable dangers -- from
drownings to bombings to betrayals. But there is always the hope of tomorrow. And
although Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by continents and decades,
shocking connections will tie their stories together in the end.This action-packed
novel tackles topics both timely and timeless: courage, survival, and the quest for
home. Death Is Hard Work A Novel Farrar, Straus and Giroux FINALIST FOR THE
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR TRANSLATED LITERATURE A dogged, absurd quest
through the nightmare of the Syrian civil war Khaled Khalifa’s Death Is Hard Work is
the new novel from the greatest chronicler of Syria’s ongoing and catastrophic civil
war: a tale of three ordinary people facing down the stuﬀ of nightmares armed with
little more than simple determination. Abdel Latif, an old man from the Aleppo
region, dies peacefully in a hospital bed in Damascus. His ﬁnal wish, conveyed to his
youngest son, Bolbol, is to be buried in the family plot in their ancestral village of
Anabiya. Though Abdel was hardly an ideal father, and though Bolbol is estranged
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from his siblings, this conscientious son persuades his older brother Hussein and his
sister Fatima to accompany him and the body to Anabiya, which is—after all—only a
two-hour drive from Damascus. There’s only one problem: Their country is a war
zone. With the landscape of their childhood now a labyrinth of competing armies
whose actions are at once arbitrary and lethal, the siblings’ decision to set aside
their diﬀerences and honor their father’s request quickly balloons from a minor
commitment into an epic and life-threatening quest. Syria, however, is no longer a
place for heroes, and the decisions the family must make along the way—as they
ﬁnd themselves captured and recaptured, interrogated, imprisoned, and
bombed—will prove to have enormous consequences for all of them. War Is
Coming Between Past and Future Violence in Lebanon University of
Pennsylvania Press War Is Coming is an ethnographic study that sheds light on the
everyday conversations, practices, and experiences of people in Lebanon who live in
between moments of political violence, remember past wars, and anticipate future
turmoil. ʿAbd al-Laṭīf al-Baġdādī’s Philosophical Journey From Aristotle’s
Metaphysics to the ‘Metaphysical Science’ BRILL The present work provides a
detailed account of the available data on ʿAbd al-Laṭīf al-Baġdādī’s biography, an
outline of his philosophical thought, and a detailed analysis of his reworking of preAvicennian Greek and Arabic metaphysics.
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